
The challenge of relying on legacy systems.

Government agencies around the world struggle with 
legacy systems that stand in the way of desperately needed 
modernization programs. Such enterprise legacy systems 
can look like large-scale enterprise resource planning (ERP) 
implementations or custom-built applications with complex 
codebases. These systems are difficult to support and 
upgrade, and don’t provide the rich, intuitive experience 
today’s users expect.

Additionally, many legacy systems have been highly 
customized to conform to business processes. As a result, 
the modified systems can no longer be updated with the 
latest versions of their own software.

Modernize your systems with high flexibility  
and low risk.

The Appian Platform serves as an “agility layer” that 
seamlessly bridges the gap between old and new systems. 
By connecting all the systems in your environment, Appian 
empowers your organization to build flexible applications 
and integrate to extend the life of your systems.

Appian keeps the workflow separate from the data, with the 
ability to link between them at any point:

• Intelligent, end-to-end process automation connects 
your people, systems, bots, AI, and business rules with 
a flexible low-code design experience. 

• Appian’s data fabric unifies data sources across your 
enterprise without the need to replicate or move data. 
It enables workflow elements to access consistent, 
accurate, and compliant data at any point in  
the process. 

Appian applications are easy to update as your organization 
adapts to new requirements or as regulations change.  
 

Appian accelerates process and system modernization  
by enabling you to: 

• Build workflows 10x faster than with traditional  
coding and update them in real time—all in the 
FedRAMP-certified, IL4/5-compliant Appian Cloud.

• Automate processes to execute faster while freeing 
employees from repetitive, error-prone, mundane tasks.

• Easily integrate with both new technologies and legacy 
systems without the need for APIs.

• View all relevant data in a unified dashboard, 
eliminating the need for “swivel chairing” between 
multiple systems. 

200+ government agencies leverage 
Appian to modernize mission-critical  
systems and applications. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Accelerate your IT modernization journey to 
expedite your mission.

Learn more at appian.com/government. 
Contact us at info@appian.com. 

Appian’s Agility Layer Extends the Value of 
Your Application Environment
The fastest way to unify data and processes across your enterprise.

appian.com IS-1106751385

Customer case study:

The Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC) 
modernized their Central Application Tracking 
System (CATS) that affects roughly 160,000 
institutions across the US. Using Appian, they 
improved the efficiency, security, and flexibility of 
licensing processes for all US national banks with a 
single view across multiple systems.
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